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“ —”The best literary bucket list. —If there’s a heaven just for readers, this is it.” —greatest editions to
read, various other books by the author, “ Add it all up, and in fact there are more than six
thousand titles by nearly four thousand authors stated— Lists to greatly help pick and choose, like
Offbeat Escapes, or A Long Climb, but Just what a Watch.   Flip it available to any page and
become transfixed by a refreshing take on an extremely favorite book. Celebrate the pleasure of
reading and the excitement of discovering new titles in an extraordinary book that’if you like
this, you’948 pages later on, you still want more!a life-changing list for life of reading. But it’s
not a proscriptive set of the “great functions”—rather, it’s a special event of the glorious mosaic
that is our literary heritage.  Or stumbled upon a title you usually meant to read rather than got
around to. Or, like browsing in the best sort of bookshop, stumble on a completely unknown
author and function, and feel that tingle of discovery. You can find classics, of course, and
unexpected treasures, too.   And its alphabetical arrangement by writer assures that surprises
await on almost every turn of the page, with Cormac McCarthy and THE STREET following to
Robert McCloskey and Make Method for Ducklings, Alice Walker next to Izaac Walton.  You can
find nuts and bolts, too—O, The Oprah Magazine  s seeing that compulsively readable,
entertaining, surprising, and enlightening as the 1,000-as well as titles it recommends.ll want
that” recommendations , and an interesting endnote of adaptations where suitable.  s books,
background, and more, 1,000 Books to learn Before You Die ranges across cultures and through
time and energy to give an eclectic assortment of works that each deserve to come with the
recommendation, You have to read this.“ Covering fiction, poetry, science and research fiction,
memoir, travel composing, biography, children’”The Washington Post “THE WASHINGTON POST
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Brilliant Book This is a book of magnificent brilliance. I enjoyed it. We spent many hours reading
this list, as I have done for many other book list We chose on the subject of 300 books I will
make an effort to get read...to read all the descriptions also to enjoy the books that seemed
destined for me to read. Well, I'm 62 now and I've got to obtain cracking on the 1,000 here
(making good usage of the handy checklist in the trunk, which I will photocopy because I have a
deep aversion to writing within books). Mustich’s recommendations to keep for life. I have
examined Amazon and the library and all of my selected books can be found. Mustich's essay,
though, notes Abbey's "crankiness., I believed, Mustich isn't only a sugar coated sycophant, and
is apparently trustworthy. I am sure I will think of more (no pun meant), but that's also an
excellent section of the fun. If you love books (and I certainly do) I promise that you shall love
this book and treasure it and refer to it over and over. It was modest, interesting, and rather
amiable. It passed my first two assessments - the foreword wasn't just a little Jack Horner what-a-
good-boy-am-I special event by the writer of his admirable bookishness. Why is this book
unique is usually James Mustich, for just two decades he was the guiding pressure behind “The
Common Reader. You will as well. I am adding on November 15 that I simply bought two copies
for birthday presents and intend to buy twelve more as Christmas gifts. A very important factor
that might have already been of interest will be the ability to sort the books by name or subject,
not just by author. Endnotes also point out other titles by the same writer, books for more info
about each subject matter, adaptations of the task, any awards it won, and read-alikes by
additional authors. One might quibble about anybody or even more of his inclusion/exclusion
choices, but general, he's a smart reader, critic and recommender. BEWARE! The Kindle edition of
the book lacks the Index of the hardcover version. This makes it practically useless, if you don't
need to scroll thru dozens or a huge selection of pages to find an author. I found the actual
contents, the essays, etc, to be as notable as other reviewers. Lots of books such as this out there
and most have the same authors and titles. Since that's all part of the fun of books like this,
that's all good with me. You will not want to forget the entries or various other details that
capture your interest. It may be awkwardly large to haul around when compared to the Kindle,
but there's no joy in having the Kindle edition. Obtain it in print form! Great Recommendations
to INFLATE Your TBR Pile As though I didn't have enough problems keeping my TBR pile under
control as it is, right now this book comes along and recommends even more titles?! O. Mustich
offers covered an array of genres, age and reading levels, schedules, and cultures. Entries range
between Aristotle to Vonnegut, bedtime tales such as for example Goodnight Moon to horror
like Dracula, and adventures like Homer's Iliad or Ender's Game. They are ALL here detailed
alphabetically by author.. I have read my first publication, "Voices from Chernobyl" and it is a
fascinating book that I'd haven't found without these suggestions.Quotes from critics or other
authors underscore the type of reactions a book inspires in its readers, although Mustich does an
excellent job of expressing his own views. He says this about Roald Dahl, for example, "Standing
up out among his storytelling treats is usually Matilda, whose superheroine is heroic - and
triumphant - first of all because she reads." Along with the written entries there are also images
of authors, reserve covers, teaser posters for movie adaptations, traditional photos, and
reproductions of iconic illustrations.Booknote sidebars cover related titles, while Even more to
Explore sections group books with similar themes (even additional books about books). Back
matter carries a general index of the books and authors pointed out, and "A Miscellany of
Particular Lists" provides curated groupings of titles predicated on subject, style, or target
audience. All list are different.(Please note that I received a free of charge advance will-self-
destruct-in-x-times Adobe Digital duplicate of this book without a review necessity, or any



impact regarding review content should I choose to post a review.) The companion website has
books indexed by chronology and genre.Regardless of what type of reader you are - regular,
binge, persnickety, omnivorous - you will find more useful info than it's likely you'll have the
time to implement. I suggest investing in some highlighters or sticky tabs if you purchase a print
version, or anticipate to bookmark your e-reserve edition like crazy. The Kindle can be entirely
dark and white, unlike the colorful print edition.Strongly suggested for YA or more - or simply
because a reference for school librarians and teachers to greatly help steer students to titles
that suit their tastes. Even-Handed and Nicely Annotated If you're a sucker for lists, and
especially reserve lists, this strikes me personally as a very nice choice. I'll start with Notes From
The Underground. OK, so Jim convinced me to read Dostoevsky. So already I was willing to trust
this curator, (who wrote the "A Common Reader" mail-order reserve catalogue for decades, so
was already sort of pre-approved). Great collection of books! (Each listed book comes with a
short essay and lots of background information about the book, including day of publication,
other books by the writer, similar books, and so on.) The first reserve on the list is usually
Abbey's "Desert Solitaire". (The list is definitely alphabetical by author.) I believe Abbey is a
great nature article writer, but also a condescending sourpuss with a NIMBY issue and
dismissiveness of anyone who doesn't fit his idea of an eco-warrior. I still discover my self
finding out about books that I already read to be certain he knows what he's describing and to
see what I may have missed.... (For what it's worth, I believe these life list stuff should be
structured on an age groups of man theme, listing books in the purchase in which they should be
read as the reader ages. It isn't that I haven't browse the books the writer discusses, it is the
sheer number of others that he provides like a bibliophile's buffet.” ? Lewis Carroll, Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland.my only one so far is that I really believe that More's "Utopia"
deserved more than just a footnote at the end of the Erasmus entry.Another books on the list are
Abbott's "Flatland", Achebe's "Things Fall Apart", Ackerley's "My Pup Tulip", Adams' "Hitchhiker's
Guidebook to the Galaxy", and Henry Adams' "Education of Henry Adams". This tells you that the
web here has been pass on wide indeed, and it virtually invites visitors to argue about how
exactly this specific thousand was chosen. Gimme a break! and mordant quirky vehemence",
while still giving him full marks as a nature writer and observer. And you can find certainly some
unexpected options.)The selection is about equally split between fiction and nonfiction, that is a
bit uncommon, but welcome. A publication that's perfectly for a teenager may not tickle the
extravagant of an octogenarian, and I amused myself by attempting to plot the books here into
where so when I should have go through them, if ever. I would problem any reader to skim
through this publication and not find at least a few enticing and previously unfamiliar volumes.
(Reginald Arkell's "Aged Herbaceous" anyone?) As you might expect, the Western canon is
certainly seriously represented, but Mustich makes a credible attempt to cover what is definitely
available in translation. Contains wonderful reviews of1000 books on wide range of subjects
from literature to background. the author is above table regarding his strategies and his
predilections, and the essays are plenty of to give the reader at least a brief taste of these books
with which he's not familiar. Mustich is certainly witty within an unforced method and
enthusiastic, so when surveys and lists go, that one struck me as fun and engaging. (So does
which make it 7,000 books to read before you die? After that I've no connection at all to either
the writer or the publisher of the book. That by no means, means that I intend to read this
specific 1,000 books or die. The reason of the book's corporation explains each one of these
features along with letting readers understand that over 3,000 authors and 6,000 additional
books are mentioned besides the main entries. But, after that, I'm one of those addicts who



spent many decades awaiting Jim's monthly catalogue of literary gems for sale. How did I
remove, it had been all personal choice. Most of the books I plan to read are 19th, 20th and 21st
century. A few of the suggested books were dated 200 300 & 400, and also earlier. I eliminated
the majority of the early books, the specialized, fantasy, and some of the war history. I especially
like early (1800s) fiction and biography. Many of the choices had been for children's books and
more books of poetry than I would like to read.. It's like having an "if you want that, then try out
this" feature on steroids. It is the true story of the Russian nuclear reactor eruption. It is mostly
interviews with the survivors, and Svetlana Alexiievich has done an ecxccellent work of putting
the book together. Ideal for Reading Lovers This book is a library on your bookshelf and no
bibliophile ought to be without it. From Aristotle to Virginia Woolf, you’ll find authors here you
know plus some you don’t. A very important and beautiful compendium by Mustich—My only
criticism is usually that he did not include May Sarton, which I consider essential to go through
before you die. I especially like how Mustich gives you a magnified quick insight about the
authors and also the titles. But no Index? This book has far more females and minority authors,
YA and children’s books. And, he includes a miscellany list, one I loved: “read in a sitting” list if
you are into flash reading for an afternoon. This is an incredible labor of love This is an amazing
labor of love.that's how much I love this book! Follow his assistance. I only wish he offered a
downloadable checklist to keep an eye on one's readings. I believe I've read maybe 20-25% of
them. I bought the kindle version.. Probably next edition. I've bought two physical copies for just
two hyperliterate friends. Bottom line: A masterpiece. Wonderful compendium I loved the
Common Reader and so pleased to have significantly more of Mr. Oh and you may likewise have
some quibbles. A master list of nearly every good book ever published!Anyway, this is a casino
game and fair work; Lists books you have noticed of for a long time but under no circumstances
got the chance to read.The entry for a book might add a synopsis, a brief explanation of the
authors' life, the social climate during publication, or other relevant facts.The next test was to
read one of is own descriptive essays. Liked that there have been pictures and interesting write
ups about the books. Book lovers desire to own. This book will put this review out of business
There were lists and lists of books to learn before you… The majority of the books are useful
because you already are familiar with the book, subject or genre. Some you would consider
burning. Wow I have so much to anticipate because of Jim's book.” I even now keep several
catalogs and re-read them just to enjoy his reviews. Most critiques of "Desert Solitaire"
rhapsodize about Arches National Recreation area and overlook Abbey's kvetching. Then I get
back to the various other entries to observe what I may have overlooked.) An absolute must
have for book lovers Fantastic illustrative book with an amazing array. Much like any selection
your preferred author may be lacking but this does not diminish the authors and authorless
books included. Oh, did I ignore to mention that we now have pictures. “And what's the use of a
publication," thought Alice, "without pictures or conversation?K. One fun part of this book
reaches the end of each description you are resulted in another publication or reference.
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